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About This Game

VR Only.

There is a clue in the mirror about the situation at the time of the incident. You can obtain the clues by connecting the mirrors in
the correct order using light. Then you can use a clock to go back in time.

TIPS :

Look around closely.
There are objects in the room that can reflect. You can use it to solve the puzzle.

Focus on the sound.
Listen to where the sound is coming from. You might get a hint about the puzzle.

Look at objects that seem to be reflective.
A special effect appears when a eyes reach an object. You can use this to see which objects are reflecting.
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Minimum:

OS: Window 7 / 64-bit SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX-8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970 / AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space
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angel

It was refreshing to solve the puzzle using the light reflected from the mirror. It was not only simple to solve the puzzle by
adjusting the angle of the mirror, but also it was good to find the reflector outside the mirror by utilizing sound and effects. I
personally liked the background of these realistic graphics, and the more the stage went, the darker the atmosphere and the more
detail I could see. It was a little difficult to find the regularity in which the objects that allow the light to be reflected appear in
the latter stage, but I liked the puzzle game so it seemed that I enjoyed playing overall. I think anyone who likes puzzle games
can have fun playing. The only drawback is that you can not play this game without a VR device.. I hate to give a negative
recommendation to this game because I think the game mostly delivers on what it is advertising. I just can't recommend a game
where I had zero fun. I only played 15 minutes, but I just didn't want to keep going. It's a mirror reflection puzzle game. You
aim the light unto other reflective surfaces until you finally shine the light onto the glowing object. It's mostly about patience.
You just have to aim it the right way. There's also some murder mystery story going on (which wasn't very interesting).

I think the deal-breaker for me is that I just didn't see the point of this game for VR. You either have a top-down view or a third
person view of the light. You use an Xbox controller to control the mirror you selected from the top-down view. There was zero
immersion in this game. Honestly, I think the game would be better as a Non-VR game. For VR, you should be using motion
controllers to physically move the mirror with your hands. Otherwise, there is no point to the VR in this game. VR doesn't help
in any way nor is there any immersion.

Rating 3\/10 just not fun, but it does play fine and functions as it is advertised. This should be a .99 cents game as it is currently.
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